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Good Food For Our Being

We all know that good food provides nourishing energy for the

body. Yet there’s also good food for mind, heart, and spirit.

In meditative traditions, spirit reflects Zen’s Third Precept, our

vow to awaken to the inclusive nature of our being, the true self

that excludes nothing. We have to take this spiritual dimension

into account, or we risk losing the point and making our ego-self

the focus of our meditation path. This can lead us to regard Zen

as meditative therapy or self-improvement.

In meditation, heart refers to qualities like kindness, empathy,

and compassion, capacities that can be cultivated through

specific meditations. The heartmind—a fundamental Zen concept

—reflects the interweaving tapestry of clear mind and the heart

qualities.

Everything we experience is a kind of “food” that feeds our

Being, either nourishing or depleting us. Clearly, some situations

are harmful, yet the intention that we bring to situations can

turn even beneficial activities into “bad food.” When this

happens, the food doesn’t digest, and may even poison us; and

we often spew the poison back into the world, usually at another

person.

An important koan question that we can hold in awareness is:

what cultivates good food for our being, and what gets in the

way?

Questhaven Retreat
The three-day Questhaven
Retreat (6/8–6/11) is already
full, but you can still apply for
the wait list. 

August Sesshin
Applications will be accepted for
the five-day August Sesshin
(8/8–8/13) beginning on June
11. If you can’t attend all five
days you can apply for the first
or last three days.

Announcements

Sesshin Application

Click here to see this
newsletter online.

Everything we
experience is a kind
of “food” that feeds
our Being, either
nourishing or
depleting us.
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A well-known parable illustrates good food for the body, heart

and spirit: A monk asked a teacher to speak to him about

heaven and hell. The teacher said, “Picture a room where many

people are seated at a large table, with wholesome food in the

center. However their only utensil is two-foot long chopsticks, so

they can’t eat, because the chopsticks can’t reach their mouth.

This is hell.

“Now, picture the same scenario: the guests, the table, the good

food, and the long chopsticks. However, in this case, each

person is feeding the person opposite them with their chopsticks.

This is heaven.”

This second scenario is a practical manifestation of our

interdependence, the interconnectedness that encompasses

everyone and everything. Zen training provides meditative tools

for awakening to this dimension, and living in accord with it.

Let’s pause here, to offer some good food to enliven bodily

awareness. Let your body move a bit, to refresh a stable and

settled sitting position. Let the head float gently upward, so the

spine can lengthen and soften. Scan the body for any areas that

are calling out for attention, and feel into any discomforts with

nonjudgmental attention.

Now let’s contemplate good food for the mind. Practices like

thought labeling help us recognize our mental patterns, so we

can distinguish between good food and unhealthy food in our

thinking and speaking. Good food refers to practical, factual

thinking that’s necessary in certain circumstances. Unhealthy

food includes the reactive—and often repetitious—thinking that

increases our suffering, and perhaps the suffering of others.

We need to be clear about where our mind goes, especially when

bad food runs with abandon. Examples include gossip, looking
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for what’s wrong, replaying past painful events, or making a god

out of our moods by letting “what we feel like” dictate what we

do or don’t do. These can lead us to become “an upset

looking for a target,” which isn’t good food for anyone.

Tendencies like these make it essential to bring consciousness to

the “many me’s” of ego. Regular ZCSD participants can attest to

the fact that, unexamined, our ego’s myriad flavors of self-

absorption and self-indulgence impede our practice of going

deeper. That practice leads to the gradual awakening that

enables us to live with presence, compassion, and a sense

of connectedness.

Here’s a true story, to encourage us to consider whether our

next words or actions are good or bad food. Mme. de Salzmann,

a Gurdjieff teacher, had a student who complained about a talk

he had attended by a young teacher. He criticized the content,

claiming it was inferior to the teaching of the Gurdjieff group.

Mme. de Salzmann asked him, “Did you help?”

She was encouraging him to reflect on what he could have done

that would have benefited the situation: asking a thoughtful

question, listening attentively, or abstaining from judgmental

looks.

“Did you help?” or “How can I help?” can be useful practice

phrases, inviting meditative awareness to pervade the ongoing

rush of the traffic of life. This is especially true when we get

caught up in personal issues, or events in the country and world,

like environmental concerns, equality, and what it takes to

awaken integrity and trustworthiness. Finding arenas where we

can help or serve is a powerful antidote to becoming mired in the

self-centered delusion that is one of Zen’s chief concerns, often

taking the form of cynicism, helplessness, and disheartenment.

Reactive thinking is bound to come up at times; however, it’s
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what happens next that is crucial. A recent newsletter listed four

items that we need to differentiate, to be wakeful when things

get muddy:

the situation

our reaction to it

what is practice in this situation (WIPITS)

how can I help

Distinguishing between these four things helps activate our inner
gyroscope and connect us with our internal teacher. This helps
us be clear about how our practice tools work together, which
makes it possible for even unhealthy food to digest into compost,
fertilizing the good food of presence, compassion, kindness. and
equanimity.

Our basic practice helps dispel our illusions of separation so that
we can appreciate the full banquet of life. As our self-imposed
boundaries fall away, a birdsong may flutter right through the
breath, illuminating the unified field of inseparable wholeness.

Elizabeth Hamilton

Zen Center San Diego
zencentersandiego.org
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